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Connecticut Makes a Change.
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Land Entries.
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In the east are leaden"
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The following made homestead en- Phine McLean, Republican, today was
at Which William Jennings pessimism.
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skies, terrific cold at this season and
tries at the local land office yester- chosen U. S. Senator succeeding SenaSeems to Shine by His
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Report
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Governor
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champ Clark and Senator Bailey
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of
examiof
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regulation
existing made some of the real forceful
adelphia, Jack O'Brien, who was here
territory. The results
crew are in no immediate danger, as
nations are naturally awaited with ALDRICH
last week, said he signed Wolgast
in WILL
the supply of oxygen will last forty-eig- corrbrations: the enactment of a
COLONIZE
of
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campaign
present
speeches
law, and revision of the
keen interest by the teachers.
for three fights. The battles are to
hours. The sinking was caused
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be
six rounds each and will be with
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office
was
at
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by the accidental filling of the water in pirt:
Governor Otero
"Knockout" Brown, Battling Nelson
bunkers.
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the capitol this morning and seemed
0
"Tie opportunity of or day in the none the worse from his arduous
and either Owen Moran or Packey
Submarine Is Rescued.
PREMIER BRIAND AT PARIS
McFarland.
The first fight will be
Kiel, Jan. 17. The submarine was field jof politics no man can, mistake campaign, which lasted over a week.
who fttin read any, even :he most suFebruary S, either with McFarland or
Fellow Member of Cabinet Received Does Nojt Favor Central Bank raised later and the crew rescued.
Unanimous.
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in Curry County Mora. Next will come Brown on Febperficial signs of the firms. We have
One of Two Bullets Intended
Hon. 13. F. Pan ey and John Pflue-ge- r Great Project
But Has Devised Substinevt ij seen a day when duty was
ruary IS. Six days later Xelson will
for His Chief.
meetIn
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a
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of this city,
Undertaken bv HugoSea-bei- g be
taken on. Wolgast says he will
morlplain, the task to e performed
It
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ing
of
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mor? obvious, the way in which to ac- tended
get $5,000 for each appearance.
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declared
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who
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by
it more easy to determine.
were fired at Premier Briand in the
Gotch Bobs Up Again.
John J. Tener Is Inaugurated as Chief complish
they would vote for the constitution.
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has
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Chicago, Jan. 17. Frank
Cow Springs they canvassed every
Gotch,
At
at
of
Executive
fiscal
association
Pennsyvania
central
the HKetime of men not yet in their voter and
PLANNED the wrestling champion, today conthey have assurance that NEW TOWNS
Harrlsburg.
world
the
rector of public relief, received one '
of
msiness and not a vote would be cast against the
thirties:
firmed the report that he would retherefore the world of society
of the bullets in his leg.
and constitution at that point. Similarly,
enter the game and that he had been
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Be
To
Ja., Jan. 17. John J.
Principal
Harrlsburg,
Agent
the world of polities.
The organi- Canoncito and (llorieta, will come to Artesian Wells, Pumping Plants, matched to meet Henry Ordemann in
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star
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who
Tener,
ago
years
and Depository of the
a finish contest here on February S.
ToParis, Jan. 17. The assailant is a
niteher with the Chicaeo Nationals zation ami movement of business are the front almost unanimously.
Irrigation, Systems,
man named Gesolme, formerly clerk
Government.
Busi night Mr. Pankcy will speak at Pecos
"The date is correct," said Gotch,
and a nrominent F.lk". was todav in-- now- ali uP.n a nome xaie.
of the courts at Bayonne. He was im"and I intend to go out and clean up
of Pennsylvania. ness hfB changed so rajidly that for with Hon. O. A. Larrazolo. Later the
governor
augurated
,
a few of them."
mediately seized by the police and hur17. Senator Al- - In his inaugural address the new gov a long lime we were enfused, alar- - former will go to Stanley, to wind up
Jan.
Washington-ried to prison. The excited deputies drich's
Attorney Hugo Seaberg of Raton,
awaited "plan for a revi- ernor recommended abolishing the med, b wildered in a srt of terror the campaign in southern Santa Fe
rushed on the prisoner and struck sion of long
the national banking legisla- present railroad commission and sub-- ! of the things we oursehss raised up. county. He and Mr. Pflueger have and associates, have acquired from TROUBLE IN CONVENTION
him with fists as the police were hurThe corporations an no longerl Deen (IoirS splendid work in rounding the Santa Fe Railroad company, 9S,"
CF UNITED MINE WORKERS.
tion," as he calls it, was made pub stituting a public commission vested
rying him away. Gesolme recently lie
He does not contemplate with power of general supervision hobgoblins which have mrung at us up the southern precincts.
today.
liOO acres in Curry
These
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was liberated from an insane asylum,
to Remove Headquarters
The Trip Through Sierra.
the establishment of a central bank. and control over all the corporations out of some mysterious ambush; nor
and Attempt
following an unsuccessful attempt on It is so far from what most people and individuals
From Columbus to Indianapolis
to do with pub- yet unholy inventions of rascally
Associate Justices M. C. Mechem lands lie northeast of Melrose
having
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British
at
St.
of
the
the life
have expected Mr. Aldrich to pro- lic utilities. He also favored the com- rich men, nor yet the puzzling de- and Frank W. Parker, Sheriff G. K. the purchasers will develop them by
is Resisted.
Sebastian.
pose that it may come as a surprise, pulsory arbitration law, and asked vises by which ingenims lawyers Sanchez and others last Wednesday boring for artesian water, installing
Indeed, Mr. Aldrich expressly dis that the legislature consider the ques build up huge rights oit of a multi addressed a. fine meeting at Monti-cello- , pumping plants and irrigation sysColumbus, Ohio, Jan. 17. The UnitEIGHT MEN COOKED
ed Mine Workers of America met in
claims belief in a central bank. What tion of the commission form of gov tude of small wrongs: lut merely orSierra county. At Fairview, the
townsites
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and
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which
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law
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the
deal
statehood.
one
They
the federation of local associations
were killed and
injured
IREATEI TO STRIKE. ness;
nois delegation, moved that the conOn last Saturday evening, at the good
organizations wheh have promean the investment of millions of vention
battleship Delaware , enroute from formed by national banks, He says,
be moved back to Indianapo
ved very useful, but wiich have for court house atj Hillshoro, there was
Roads he believes that such association will Those in Mexico Au for Same Wage
to
Hampton
Guantanimo,
so large a crord that was so inter- dollars of capital and will make lis at once. out. President Lewis statthe
cat
conof
time
the
being slipped
one of the richest counties in ed
this morning, according to a wireless. not be subject to the domination or
Schedule as ThSe In United
emphatically that "he will not control of the very law tlut gave them ested, that Judge Mechem spoke an Curry
WTiat is more, the ex- sider any
The men were burned by steam. De- influence of any political or financial
States R
such motion.
leave to be and can mace or unmake hour and ten fninutes before he re the territory.
tails are not given.
group. The association would be the
membered thaf there were other ample set will Induce others to acthem at pleasure.
ow
to
We
have
on the program.
principal fiscal agent and depository
Naco, Ariz., Jan. IV Engineers of
The old complish like results in other por- VIENNA, ON THE DANUBE,
ourselves to control' them, sober-I- f speakersat. Hilisboro
of the government,, would
fix from the Southern Pacific n Mexico have st
SALOON AND BARKEEPER
are
timers
the tions of the territory. In fact, simiENTERS 2,000,000 CLASS.
against
but effectively, and p bring them
JUMP OUT OF WINDOW. time to time the rate of exchange or presented a demand t General Man
the
constitution tyut it will be approved lar plans are under way for
of
within
the
thoroughly
regulation
Seattle, Wash,, Jan. 17 John An- discount and eventually its notes ager Ingram at El Palfce, Sonora, for
by a good majority nevertheless. The LTierra Amarilla grant in Rio Arriba
Vienna, aJn. 17. The census taken
the lax.
derson, a saloon, proprietor, and Ben would replace jthose of national banks. a wage schedule similVr to the one
Sierra County dvocate Is the worst county; and the, Sangre de Cristo in December shows that the popula- A
em"In
of
the
Is
a
first
in
his
that
mutual
which
it
the
system
b
Southerd
on
in
effect
Taos
in
bartender,
plain
Christenaen,
Pacific in the
place
offender ani Its editor would not grant
The develop- tion of
county.
support
numbers 2,004,291 The
were instantly killed early
the association's members will meet United States. If not Wanted by 7 our laws with regard tcj the relations come to the meeting nor would some ment of New Mexico, It the constitu- increaseVienpa
iploy,
In the last decade is less
s
fell
from a third story the currency emergencies was de- o'clock tonight, all engineers of the
tion is adopted on Saturday, will be than anticipated. The
day when they
population in
Contiued on Page Six.
tailed at length.
road are expected to strike,
window of a hotel.
(Continued on Page Five.)
nothing short of marvelous.
1900 was 1,648,355.

Kirkpatriek, the well known
surveys.
United States examiner o
will dohbtless make the residents ot
the Lone Star State sit up and take
notice next week when he arrives at
El Paso to examine the boundary line
which separates Texas from New
Mexico. In view of the point raised
by Delegate Isidoro Armijo in the
constitutional convention lately, that
a large slice of Texas really belongs
to New Mexico the examination of the
basis for the survey already made will
excite unusual Interest.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: From Game and Fish
Warden Gable $25.25; from William
M. Robbins, treasurer of Sierra counG. D. D.
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i. President
Washington, Jan.
RQtnn .Tan. 17. The liveliest con- test for the selection of a United xaft today sent to the Seiia'e the nom- X.
.
innntr.H 4rint hc A aTafl CiA i'"II
m..i
taies oenaiu.
ination of Representative Walter 1. '
o
Smith of
Iowa to be United. States
.
.
.
.
niia.rt.ar of a century, drew a ereat
' ; S"Z.
crowd to the state house today. It
Hum mil' u I'lUfS'- was generally admitted before the!
vanaevemer was reiTiiu; eievateti ioii
Senator
Ixidge
voting began that
uencu. mere ucre a uoz-on part of the tne supreme
would be
for the place.
en
candidates
Senate, where his supporters claim
Smith is a member of the present
24 out of 40 votes.
House of Representatives and thei
Dead Lock in House,
Directory gives his
The situation in the House however Congressional
is different, me supporters oi air. biography as follows:
Walter I. Smith, Republican
Lodge asserted that he will be in the
lead, if not today, then in joint ses- Council Bluffs, Pottawattami" county, W
On the other hand, was born at Council Bluffs, July 10,
sion tomorrow.
the'
members, made up of 1.S62; received a common school edu- Democrats, insurgent Republicans and ration and studied law in The office
a Socialist are equally certain that the of Colonel D. B. Daily; was admitted
lower house will be deadlocked for to practice December, 1SX2: married
Effie M. Moon in July, 1S90; was electsome days.
ed judge of the fifteenth judicial disDemocrat Displaces Warner.
Jefferson City, Mo., Jan. 17. James trict of Iowa in November. ISliO, and S
in 1S94 and in lOS: and
A. Reed, Democrat, of Kansas City,
X
will be chosen United States Senator was elected, in November. 1900, to V
Fifty-sixtfill
to
a
the
to
Congress,
by the Missouri legislature today
caused by the resignation of
succeed William Warner, Republican.
Hon. Smith McPherson; was elected
Kern Succeeds Beveridge.
Indianapolis, Jan. II. The legisla- to the
and Sixtieth Congresses, and
ture will today elect John W. Kern,
to the Sixty-firs- t
Congress,
Democrat, United States Senator, to
V
succeed Albert J. Beveridge, Republi- - receiving 23,215 votes, to 17,61 for
.
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Woodrow Wilson's Mes ige.
s
"Corporations are or.
which have prove; very
the
useful but which have
the
time being slipped out
control of the very lav that
gave them leave to b and
that can make or unmak them
at pleasure. We have t.ow to
set ourselves to control
soberly but effectively, .ml to
bring them thoroughly within the regulation of th law.
"Our law with regards to ih,'
relations of emloyer ai employe were framed for n oher
age which nobody now living
New rules
remembers.
must be devised for thei; tem- ployes') protection, for their
when ii.n'-c-dcompensation
for t heir support when die ijled.
"I would urge the ite.iera- five obligation of publi poli- e$ and public honesty v are
under, to effect such cl tinges
in the law of the state as win
henceforth effectually prevent
the abuse of the privilegi of in- -
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AFFECTIONS
ON INFANT OR GROWN

WHETHER

or

rtnou.M

AND ZEMO SOAP.
An Unusual Offer.

The Capital Pharmacy drug store
says to every person, be it man, wo
man or cniiu, who uas au 111 lta'-:"- '
tender or itching skin to come to our
store and and procure a bottle of
ZEMO and a cake of ZEMO soap and
if you are not entirely satisfied with
results, come back and get your
money. So confident are we of the
efficacy of this clean, simple treatment, that we make you this unusual
offer.
ZEMO Is a clean liqu' i for external
use that has cured so many cases of
eczema, pimples, dandruff and other
forms of skin eruption. ZEMO and
ZEMO soap are the most economical
the cleanest and most etas well
fectlve treatment for affections of the
skin or scalp, whether on infant or
grown person.

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone
1

EVERYTIHNG
THE

FEET
THE BEST

In Shoes For

'heir respec-

ries and commitsimis

m

tive ollices amounted

te before

assumed

Established 1856.

LIFE
Made Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound.

John L. Durling, foreman of the
bridge building gang of the Santa Fe,
was arrested a1. Lamy last night by
Special Officer Ben Williams and J.
C. Snowden of the Santa Fe, on the
charge of obtaining $l'i4.nu from the
railroad by padding the pay rolls
'
making out checks to dummies" and
by obtaining money through a trick
and deception.
It is said that Durling has been
making out th( se spurious checks for
some time and must have obtained
several hundred dollars by these
means. The officials of the railroad
grew suspicions and the arrest en

Graniteville, "Vt. "I was passing- tnrougn tne v tianpe ot lite ana suttered
nervousness
nilrom
and other annoying
and I
symptoms,
can truly say that
11
VI Lydia E. Pinkham's

1

'

Durling was taken before Justice
of the Peace Jose Maria Garcia this
morning and pleaded guilty. Ha was
held for the action of the grad jury
in $1,000 bond and lodged in jail in
default of it.
An

- f

Com
vegetable
has proved

Appre-

L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elmi-ra- ,
N. Y., writes: "I wish to express
appreciation of the great good
derived from Foley's Kidney Reme- -'

dy, which 1 used for a bad case of
.
hoped to reach some shelt-- kidney trouble. Five bottles did the
Always
ered bay,
work most effectively and proved to
Mrs. Pinkham, at
Mass.,
Where angry winds no more should ,me beyond doubt it is the most
invites all sick women to write
ever
I
have
and vex,
medicine
liable kidney
1 ler advice is
for
lier
advice.
free,
Where baffling currents should' no taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy,
and alwa-v- helpl'p'
more perplex.
And
might anchor, till the close of i MOCK TRIAL WILL BE
Lamb, Denver; E. Abraham, Cincinday,
S.
A.
HELD TONIGHT. nati; J. Eaton, Las Vegas;
the
still
and
comes
The night
fast
Hayek, Chicago.
tempests roar;
Claire.
Mock trial, are generally as funny
I can reach!
Life's sands slip fast-a- nd
M. O'Xeill,
Cerrillos; B. S. Philsome real trials but that which
no more
jas
San
win be held tonight in Elks' hall by lips. Buckman; A. B. Wheeler,
New Y0ri; Sun.
(the Modern Woodmen and Royal Diego; O. W. Wallace, St. Joseph, Mo.,
Carlos Sanchez, Albuquerque.
and Neighbors promises to be a scream
Three Indians on Spree-J- ose
start to Hnish- A'
Montezuma.
? Robm'
Francisco Sarracino and Jose Pache-ifro'Jeorne and Edna Armstrong, Chi-- ;
,.
r.! son is the defendant, and the crime
t
i.dm t,i;.,
rged with is bank robbery. caso, 111., and Louisville, Ky.; J. L.
rested yesterday, Sunday, at Albu-- ! he is
ne couri opens a,
Davis. T. P. Alexander, A. H. Hitch-cp. m. auu ui
nuornue, for being hopelessly drunk.1
court room will be crowded with
k, Denver; Mr. and Mrs. G. V. ArmUp-h- arly
Sunday gana peang
Badly Beaten
strong, Chicago: J. F. Bowyer, Frank'
morning, John Strickland, aged
C'ine. L. Helfrieh, Albuquerque; R. C.
Hpre is the cour,: JudBe
vears, a railroader, was badly beaten
K(lward Wheeler, shenft, Rankin, Las Vegas; I. Little, New
tlerk
on
of
streets
the
injtier:
up
Albuquerque
E- J' York.
persons.11- Vere 13o)le' dt'1,uly sberiE'
a set-twith unknown
Vol-aG.
Coronado.
attorney,
Manley;
prosecuting
Strickland, it is said, refused to make
D. Sanchez, F. de Sanchez, Ojo
Howard; attorney for defense, C.
adequate explanation to the police. ney
F. Kanen, the well known corpora-Binge- r liente; David Ross. San Francisco.
.
Is a Benedict.
Closelv
lion
lawyer. Clarence L. Bowlds,
lowing the news that "Dinger," Cor-- !
,,:
f

Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery

John Pfleuger

Towls

Underskirts

Quilts
India Linons
Lawns

Drawers
Chemise

Waists

at Cost Including

Overcoats, Suits, Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, ChiTdrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

Bargains
FOR

Only

TWO

Only

WEEKS
Commencing

wide-sprea-

ciation.

II

Night Gowns
Corset Covers

Also all Winter Goods

pound

worth mountains ot
gold to me, as it
restored my health
and strength. I
never forget to tell
my friends what
Lvdia K. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for me
during this trying period. Complete
restoration to health means so much
to me that for the sake of other suffering women I am willing to make my
trouble public so you may publish
this letter." Mrs. Chas. Bakclay,
H.F.D., Graniteville, Vt.
No other medicine for woman's ills
has received such
d
and unqualified endorsement. Xo other medicine we know of has such a record
of cures as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
For more than 30 years it has been
curing woman's ills such as inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains and nervous
prostration, and it is unequalled for
carrying women safely through the
period of change of life.

sued.

Foley's Kianey Remedy

Table Linens
Napkins

1

I

Service or Dress

January White Goods Sale

Foreman of Bridge Building Gang of
Santa Fe Arrested on Charge
of Robbing Pay Rolls.

Incorporated 1S03

SELI6MA1N BROS CO.

TOMANS

they

office

JOHN L. DURLING IS HELD
ON A SERIOUS CHARGE.

UPJ

tears.

CHA

salarits
IU and J.

of

faile(1 t matel.ializ(. ( ; , M f
S. Beaven, the hitter u mity treasurer, sued tne county for v. Imt lie sala-

AT EVENING TIME.
(By Ninette M. Ix)water.)
A little child, with fingers filled with;
sand,
Which tightly clasped, it strives in
vain to hold,
So seem I, as I clutch Time's lessening gold,
And feel it slipping ever from my hand
What have I gained from all the passing years
Which bore me, struggling, on their
foaming crest?
I only found, amid their wild unrest
many-raTime for a little laughter,
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GIVE CASH EIGlbl IE
WITH
ALL CAbR
WE

o

-'y

31.

Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR

HALF A CENTURY THH LEADING

P.O.

DRY GOODS

Box 219

'

f"EiSM,
TACKS hcRB
HOOKS

LOCKS

WIJfoX
0

&

COAL YARD

Phone Red 100

fol-i.-

4 DAYS.

teed to cure
liiii.K Oi Pro-- i
money re

I

--

m

aa

J

7

awiiW W

a

Irrigation and Farm

:

:

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

F.

FRANK

lJ"mp

GOR WILEY

Agent.

Whobsaie
&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

PHONE
BLAUK

fi
lllir
wi

45

FOOD.

GRAIN HOCJSE IN SANTA FE-

LEO HERSCH

-

ggg 45

ew Year we are

Thal the
iust enlerinf may fce
for each and every one, a Uappy New Year; a
yeaf fun flf eat!l an(J pr0Sperity: wittl lhanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be
I

YlS

U

VYlSll

lull

Will Trade With

II. C. Yontz J
San Francisco St.
.

An
I

1 anil

28,

where ties exist

in the number of ballots cast for justice. In precinct 1, J. F. Armijo and
Atanacio Bairela each received 111
votes.
In precinct 28 Adolfo Gonzales and Desiderio Carabajal each received 42 votes. The new elections
were ordered by the commissioners
for next Monday. January 23.
Attachment Issued at Albuquerque.
A writ, of attachment was issued in
the district ourt at Albuquerque, directed again Adolf F. Witzel yesterday afternoon, upon the representation of Mrs Katie Loeb, who stated
in a suit fii-by Marron and Wood,
in a suit, that Witzel
is indebted to her in the sum of $1,140.29, in
terest and principal on a promissory
note dated August 1, 1909.
Mrs.
Loebs allegr., that she lias cause to
believe that Witzel has made arrangements ro leave town, after disposing of hi? property, and neglect to
pay the money said to be due her.
Attachment papers were served upon
Witzel yest rday evening.
Grunsfeld Gets Check The claim
of Siegfried Grunsfeld versus Bernalillo county for back salary, was disposed of qu;.e likely for all time yesterday whet: the county commissioners authorize d the issuing of a check
In his favor for $5,:t80.13.
This includes a judgment Crunsfeld received
in court for $5,544 86, with Interest
from September 25. 1909, amounting
to $435.27. r.runsf.ld, it will be re-fmemDereu was eiec ea county asses-sor on a lower salaiy basis platform.
Salaries were not lowered in all counties as was anticipated, hut were lowered in Bernalillo cointy, almost en- i

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

friends here and has joined the ranks
of the benedicts.
The marriage, according to the report, happened in
Pueblo severil days ago.
Of Unsourd
Mind
an
Following
examination by Dr. John F. Pearce
and testimory offered by two witnesses, Charles Sugary, twenty-fou- r
years
was adold, a native of Damascus,
judged insain! by Judge Ira A. Abbott
in the district court at Albuquerque
yesterday and committed to the asylum at Las Vegas. Sugary, it is said,
is laboring under the hallucination
that some one is trying to poison him
or cause his dekth by other means.
New Elections Ordered The vote
cast in the recent justice of the peace
and constable elections, held through
out Bernalillo county, was canvassed
by the comity! commissioners at Al-- j
uiuiucique ; esiieiuay ana ii was louna
necessary to drder new elections in

precincts

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEKEVERY ARTICLE WE
MAVt IN OUR STORE.
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE
AND A FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN ONCE.
I

P.- DFLOADu. ihlm.
THOMAS
- --" O

WBMwtt'j

WE HAVE
HRHiTHING YOU WANT
1

n

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW, MEXICO CENTRAL

J.

-

o

Lurrp, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

.

imwf

o

LUMBER

I

f

.,,,,,

EUGENIO ROMERO

IV THE CITY

Phone 39

'

(

HOUSE

1

Santa

Fe.

On Pressing Occasions

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.

J.

H. Erb, El Paso;

William

If

A.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of th
ear. There is only one way to cuife
deafness, and that is by constituticii-a- l
remedies. Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucius
lining of the Eustachian Tube. Wfen
the tube is inflamed you have a rim-- !
bling sound or imperfect hearing, ind
when it is entirely closed, Deahiess
is the result, and unless the inflamrna-- , when you need your clothing, or any
lion can be taken out and this kube 'part of u cieaned
and pressed don't
icoiuieu iu us normal condition, Dtar- - be. foolish
to try and
enough
wli
be
will
caused
ch
Ing
by Catarrh,
plish it yourself because you will lose
is nothing but an inflamed condi
both time and temper and probably
oi the mucous surfaces.
We will givo One Hundred Dolnrs ruin the garments. Better
bring them
for any case of Deafness (caused by t0 ug and we wl
ft
feg.
ye
catarrh) that cannot be cured by slonal
w111
that
job
satisfy
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
anu
you in promptness, excellence
lars, free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, D.
reasonable price.
Said bv DraeeistR. 7K
Take Hall', Family Pills for const! JUHuS MUFaltCf,
pation.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenuei.

IwareCoIS We have it.

"

j'

WHOLESALE

ii

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal al Sizes,
Telephone

Coal.
.iEdhDg.

Smitbirg

awea wood hecI

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. A8.F. Depot.

Lump

CERRILLOS

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

j

t1

;
i

TailO!.

j

We Have Built Up

IKERR'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
For i9 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Pe.
'

1

OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
isguarantead to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
In large qualities and have every
modern facllty for furnishing the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
very best roiih or dressed
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of every desiption. We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladwcallforyour
on Mondays and Tuesdays
the very Dest prlces aundry
enable(J t0
deliver on Thursdays and Fndays
.ado. and
Lumber & .uch high
All work is guaranteed; your
Wa
ha nu,,d tn flPS on Tour
socks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you Blirts. without

Charles W. Dudrow

Pharmacy

r

extra charge.

Your New Year Greeting

-

Should be accompanied wth some little remem brance
we still bavo a fine asscrttn tnt of attractive. Jew
pred,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of thin music and look
to oar attractive display of goods.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVERY STABLE
Fino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Gurries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
m flupir

torn

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 1M.

We try to conduct a strictly Ethical

J, ,
rj
rliurillCivJy

We do not recommend :any patent medicine, but
advise our patrons to consult a regular physician.

I So many times a physician is asked, "Where shall I take my prescnption?" If you want

I just what your prescription call for, quick service

if Hardware

700!a?S Phmmi

1
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not differ on the essential matters,
wo always differ on the trivial
matters. So what does not suit one,
in the present form would be changed for something that does not suit
if
else
the documeu
someone
Of all the vast ar-- .
were
ray of brains, law, and skilled legis-- ,
in the constitutional eonven-tion they could not agree on how to!
write the different clauses, often quiltbling over one or two little word:-- :
but like the fair and honest men that
they were each gave in to the opinion of the other and arrived at a completion of their purpose.
Hamilton says: "If mankind
resolved to agree on no lnsti'utinn 01
government until every part of i had
been adjusted to the most exact standard of perfection we will never form
a state government."
I tear that the great trouble with!
the most of us is that we v.ant to kh
:.n: 01
all the legislative acts ever

REAPING BENEFIT.
of

From the Experience
People

EE

M.

j

Santa

LOCUS APPROVES

Fe

IIS

l)ui

dSI llUli

We are fortunate indeed to be able
ur
to profit by the experience of
The public utterances of
neighbors.
Sar.ta Fe residents on the following
Now Let the Procession Move
subject will interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read this
and the Vote Be
statement. No better prool can Dei
Taken
had.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa j
Fe, X. M., says: "I am very grateful;
UP
EXCELLENT SDHHIN6
for the benefit I have received from
s
or
the use
jjoan tuuney mis.
roi(
l
l.o.I trmil.lu IVr.m inVi
back and kidney. It was hard for me A Clear Presentation ot Salient
to do work on account of pains in my
Features of the Funda
loins and any sudden movement ag-mental Law.
My rest was!
ernvaterl inv trouble.
to,
disturbed by a too frequent desire
ot
void the kidney secretions and thet postmaster LeRoy P. l,ooniis
Texieo
the
ot
and
editor
and
Texico
were
painful.
scanty
passages
Put, lie str.rpmenU i?iven bv local ueo-- ! Trnmiipr has taken some time to
the constitution, forgetting that:
pou-- ,
jj
pie who had used Doan's Kidney Pills smdy the constitution and after
legislature for the m w state will
.o
me
iu u tuciu. (jenng long, ue aiiuuuuo
wita eeneni, inuueeu
meet
regularly and have full power
I found relief at once and by the timejsi(ms as follows:
In f;ii't
tlx ..ii.t lou-'fiin;titil- I had used one box, my back was free
editor has been slow,
j fce
The
Trumpet
w
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- about
expressing Uimseii m a genthe legislation. Eteryj
mal and I feel better in every way. eral review of the constitution, pre- - yardstick for
attempt to legislate in the constitu-- i
I have great faith in tne curative
t0 wait aud learn A month tion is putting a limitation upon thej
ferriug
powers oi uuuu s jyiuijcj xuia.
the storm raised by political agi- power of the people to initiate legislaFor sale by all dealers. Price ,..,ago
that- lMiiltts were
aa
du
laiors
tion through the legislature.
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents. Foster-Milburraised as to the genuineness of the
no
we find
In our constitution
New York, sole agents for the Unit- document, but alter making a calm
sheets!
for eight-foo- t
clauses
providing
blales- of
constitution
the
sensible
,
study
and
and
Remember the name-D- oan
spittoons in
j
of th(j Xgw Mexic0 are on hotel beds,
limit
or
fouiineh
corridorl?.
;alie 00
public"
state(changing front and will vote for
upon the length of face whiskers, but;
hood. Those
grievous
safe, sane and reasonable
for Publication.
have Deen fomia t0 be without we do find afor
the building of laws
foundation
of
j
the
Interior,
off
the
Department
alld
steady falling
state.
the
future
- for
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
antitl followinK o the half dozen
December 14, 1910.
In looking at the constitution we!
leaders in the Territory indicates
Notice la hereby given that Pascual vote of less than twenty per cent naturally ask, what benefit will state
hood be to me, and to Curry county?
Vlanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on against it.
Perhaps the first and most importAugust 4, 1905, made homestead enThe talk about the constitution be-- j
NE
for NW
reasons are that instead of
ant
in!
resulted
try, No.
has
filled with jokers
one delegate in Congress, and
of section 15, ing
and SB 4 NW
just
ling
and
the only "joker" to light,
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. that is the clause that no bills in the he without a vote, we will have two
meridian, has filed notice of intention legislature (except general appropria-- ; Senators and two Representatives,
r
to make final
proof, to es- tion bills) can embrace more than one! four votes. And the swnnd one is
above de subject, and the subject must be that we may elect our own executive
land
to
the
claim
tablish
And the
scribed, before register or receiver U.
v,KSpfl in the, title. About and judicial state officers. can
have
S. land office, at Santo Fe, N. M., on the b"est antiAote
for jokers, ever strongest appeal that this
on the peoide is the fact that all offi
the 8th day ot February, 1911
written.
cers, including supreme court and corClaimant nam-- s as witness:
The Trumpet editor may be accused
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, of supporting the constitution be- poration commission, are elected by
Cruz Archuleta, til of Galisteo, N. M., cause be is a Republican, but this is a direct vote of the people.
Another important reason closely
and Julio Montoya, of Falma, N. M.
t tlle reason. We want statehood,
these is the bringing us out
following
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tne same as we
jn Oklahoma when
maze oi legimuuuu
Register. we tojd the pe0pie that the Oklahoma iroin unuer uie
that has been going on in New Mexiwe
constitution would carry, although
co for fifty years, and the resulting
For LaGrippe Coughs and Stuffy Colds did not personally approve of all it in a
of our statute
We had had a fair and books. reorganization
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It contained.
Permanent, logical laws will
cold
Democrats
the
and
and
the
election
relief
honest
expels
gives quick
capital and enterprise to
It contains no received an overwhelming majority, encourage
from your system.
come here and develop
this state
Sold at Believing in majority rule, the
opiates, is safe and sure.
which has as yet hardly been touched
Btitution that they drew up was our
Pharmacy.
by the hand of man. The uncertainconstitution, and the man who would ty and density of our present laws
on
earth
try
to
want
assert
If you
that
have nerve enough
anytning
keep people of means away.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
party lines should be drawn and the
With it
proven that we have
- - constitution defeated was too narrow a .fair and fully
honest constitution, these
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Davy Koss, a businessman
Francisco, is at the Corouado.
J. Eaton, the well known meat man
of Las Vegas, is at the I'ahf e.
O. A. Wallace, of St. Joseph, Mo ,
is a salesman at the Claire.
M. O'Neill, the
mining
man of Cerrillos, is at the Claire.
J. II. Krb of F.1 Paso and William
A. Lamb of Denver are hern on legal

en-.r-

i

a.

rlv

business.
Miss Lenita Ilaca. niece uf Mrs.
Chapman is ill with tonsilhis at her
home on Canon road.
Mr. and Mrs. G. V. Armstrong of
Chicago, 111., are sightseers registered at the Montezuma hotel.
Miss Matilda Olson of Los Angeles,

Your Feet Hurt.

The celebrated police

shoel

cork extension sole. Box
Calf Bal.1 comfortable and J
lasting. Wortha "V" of anyH
mans money but we sel
them for $4.50.

m,

who is on her way east is the guest of
Weather Observer and Mrs. Charles!
E. Linney.
School
County
Superintendent
John V. Conway visited the Arroyo
Hondo school yesterday, and report's
the school there is in fair sbape,
Carlos Vierra. the marine painter
land former photographer of this city,
.
more
was a visitor in Santa Fe yesterday. of the
Mr. Vierra has a ranch near Te-- . 'eetJK

nappy

Dr. Reeds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feel like a kid glove an you will
nsver notice that you have on a new pair of shoes.
One price everywhere. $5 00.
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well-know-

Your Patrorage Solicited
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old mans especially wide and soft toe, viti
kid blucher, made for comforl and lasting qua.Iities,
Just what you have been looking for. A splendid

value at $4.00.

Pters

Diamonds

"

rur.

Special

A ESCAPES WHITE SLAVER AND
K .
'
opponents.
dress shoe for old or young
.,
b !d at Xutt and
THEN PURSUES HIM.
Socorro
campaercounty
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
then the
isuque.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 17 Returning
'
Flossie
Miss
Pandford,
assistant;
ls3t. treated sold. A shoe that
C- to Denver following her release from
Veteran as gt tehood Blester.
teacher at Madrid, left for her school
without
a'elinod
f1,
who
had
the
yo(f,
slavers"
"white
alleged
A.
,.j
BISHOP.)
(C.
will make the boys ask wherg
last evening, after attending
anv constitution n ell if reed be,"; lured her to Montrose, pretty
Phone. Red 80. 189
teachers' examination here last. Fri- 19 San Francisco St.
de!'
a.
old
Lenora Theresa Smith turned
ri
foiniT
0,j Francis.
Sells for five
you got it.
p'ate in Congress, , s'erday, Mr. Perea teetive and set. about to secure the!
day and Saturday.
...
In-C.
Miller
arrived from
Thomas
in Congn ss from New Mcxi- arrest of the mysterious "Harry,",
dollars anywhere but we only
diana polls on th noon train to ar- - dogate
when Lincoln ivbs president and who, she said was responsible for her
mar red President sh'in departure from Denver. The arrest
range for the funeral of his brother, w10 gaw
k ask you $4.50.
not be confortable?
M. C. Miller, who died in this city on although in his ' iirhly-firs- t
year and of Harry Gagnon, an electrician in the:
I.
IT
V our Furniture Will Make You So
Sunday.
enfeebled by his years, is as sturdy employ of the Colorado Telephone
"A. Staab, men Ik; nt and capitalist an advocate for statehoo.1 for New Company, resulted early Sunday.
from Santa Fe, is here visiting his Mexico as he was fifty years ago, but.
Gagnon, who is a prisoner in the
OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
Ion ing to be aide city jail, was found with friends in a
Julius Staab, and
Attorney
his
deepesi
js
(son.
BedThe
of
'daughter, Mrs. Louis Ili'eld." Alhu-- 0 en(j h;s long and useful life with; Curtis street, music hall cafe by
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SAM?xico has trolman Skelly after the girl detective
e knowledge that
Juueryue Morning Journal.
:
:
TISFACTION
AND
had gone into a score of places.
Deputy Traveling Auditor It. C. come into her own.
We also have some Paints, calsomine and other
at
Rankin, whose home was formerly
"Do vou suppose they will arrange!
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESLas Vegas, is at, the Montezuma hotel. to take me down to the noils on elea-- ' BOSTON WOOL MARKET
PER-FEC- T
things useful to make the House Beautiful.
SNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING
Mr. and Mrs. Rankin expect to take
CONTINUES FAIRLY ACTIVE
he a.kr d "Pve not to cot j
'
FITTING AND MOST
un their residence in this cit.V.o..wirJ t,..v.
mti Poston., Jan. 17. The wool- market!
i t.,.
hi. h"""'
auiutiiu".
Akers-Wagne- r
"Tom Gable made a flying trip toijiuert; o(j p'one(,r waL assured that, ar-- j continues fairly active, although the
IN THE CITY.
Taos Monday, on his way out to the; nemcnts would be made to get him actual sales are small. Prices in gen- scene of the tie contract on the Rio to the p0ns an,i
i,e there if iteral are unchanged, and fleece wools:
EXPERT EM BALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
Hondo. His genial presence beamed takes an ambulanee
are quite firm. A distinct advance,
Val-- i
in Taos hut a few hours."-T- aos
is noted in Delaines for which there
j(. a!jk, to get around
he
Athoilgh
. ,
.. ..
ley News.
Delaine
,., cff print from a is lively Inquiry.
Washed
SANTA TE, N. M.
THE PR.ICE MAKER
Carl Lotave, the well known artist
?,4
cents while medium half- or
r
a
brings
reived
6troke
year
bo;
paralytic
and
whose
pictures adorn the Puye
cems. leiIno-GEO. MjKINSKLL,
Mr Pnrpn P Old!' ie :i re PS Keeiiiuioou JU10 IS 1IC1U II
J.B. HAYVARM
K, P. DAVIS,
A, B. RENEHAN
s
Rito de los Frijoles rooms, arrived in " ' ,.' nri he i foilnwir iir will l erf at ritorv wools are not so active, but
President,
Manager.
New York yesterday and sails for interest find em
has changed
Km the progress considerable Wyoming
SANTA FE ABSTRACT. REALTY & INSURANCE
Paris where he will spend several of the s)a)ehood campaign, a cam hands at 1G to IS in original bags.
months.
paign which he has seen waged fruit- Pulled wools hold fairly steady and
We prepare ABSTRACTS CF TITLE. We write.
Mrs. Lansing B. Bloom, who has;
lessly and hopeiissly but persistent- the demand is better.
u
been spending some lime in Kl Paso, ly for more than nr. If a century and
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & AC-C- I
ner
arrived today to visit
parents. wloae successful outcome now
Vhen given as soon as the croupy
We draw
DENT INSURANCE.
and Mrs. John R. McFie. Mrs.
near wm erow n his years with cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
and ws fetill have line in the Citv
jng
&
COLLECTIONS,
Bloom is accompanied by her little tte
PAPERS, attend to RENTS
h.ipi)y consc iousness of the
Remedy will ward off an attack of
of Toys and Fancy Goods
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
Joyce.
hr,0 nm, ,!ef;,rre(l
croup and prevent all danger and
The Rev. Neill A. Gilchrist who has
:
moth-of
of
Thousands
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURcause
Tacr, County.
anxiety.
been filling the pulpit of the first
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS
Sold by all
ers usa it successfully.
The Taos Valley Xcws says:
CHASER for your property.
Presbyterian church here has gone to
Governor Otero and "Billy" Martin dealers.
California in the hopes of building up
bottom prices. Everybody
We respectfully solicit your business,
Everything
a great aid to the friend?:
his health on the coast. He has suf- have been
liv
Taos
in
county
is invited to call and examine thern.
fered for some time from a run down !of the constitution are
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
making. Oil
the
they
campaign
nervous condition.
they held a meet-- j
Room 19 Citron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
Marcos Gonzales, school director of Wednesday evening
has been a good j
There
Loma.
at
ing
WOOL MARKET.
Kennedy, school district No. 21, who deal of opposition at this point so tnaij
St. Louis, Jan. 17. Woo! tint hanghas been in town for the past four the
speakers were in the enemy's
niutdiums 21,
and
days on 'business with County School country. So convincing were the re-- ; ed: territorymediumswtsier
fine 125'
i 2:!; fine
1719;
V.
left
John
;
Conway,
Superintendent
marks of the gentlemen that the lead-- v..
.
for his home this morning over the er of the antis admitted afterward
LIVESTOCK.
New Mexico Central.
that Governor Otero's explanation of
Chicago, Jan. 17. Cattle Receipts
Mrs. Mary P. Conway, who has the tax matter was entirely satisfac- Beeves Jl.S'h
,Vm0. Market steady.
been seriotily ill for the past four tory.
wesierni
steers
Texas
$I.2O?5.40;
7;
at der feirrsd
weeks, suffering from a severe attack
has been unspeakably steers $ LCOJi 6; stockers and feeders !
weather
The
of the grip, is reported to be much bad
and the mud, scandalous, so it .?:;.SO7."..!i0; cows and heifers $2.0ti
improved, and is expected to be out was feared that a day meeting as ar-- ! ,;. pi; calves $7.50(rt 9."0.
1U totteviiig Are saggMted to Urm tktrvty m tnmlntmg
wad tavl&ui
etM
in a few days.
,
sue-a
he
not
would
19.U00.
Market
Moss
ranged for Taos
Receipts
WILD
Manager Michael Stanton of the cess, but at eleven o'clock the meet-- , five higher. Light SLSOfiS.Oa; mixed1
CHCRRY, LEMON SODA, WOW 9KEVS,
ALE,
Elks' theater will leave at the end of ing was called, and the hall was lull ot
ROOT BEES, KLONCIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA.
5 (,5; heavy
?7. ToftS. 05; rough
the week for Denver to see if he can people, even standing at. the back ot $7.73,5,
TABLE 5W IKE RAX. WATERS.
to choice heavy
DAY ANIGHT
not find some attractions, not in the room, all through the protractec" ;
PALAOB,
RED
130
bulk
125 AVE
s.05 ;
pigs
PHONE
$7.s'
WORK:
name only, for the local theater to
I'l S7.sr(f S.
meeting, dinner being forgotten
PICTURE FRAHiIihG TASTEFULLY
AND SAIISFACTORILY
DONE.
enliven the end of January and Feb the interest awakened by the distm-- ,
HENRY KRICK , Pi1 op He tar
1snf.n
wnrket.
ruary. There are attractions booked
speakers. Governor Otero,
Xative J2.50W rxxii.
ior iviarcn.
spoke first. He took up the way the 4 C(. wtstel,u $2 70(;f4 r,; yeHrIings;
John Ervien, son of Laud Commis constitution could be amended, show.
? t (,r),(
gf). ,ambg naUve ? t.TSfa C.So;
sioner R. P. Ervien, will leave to ed the three methods, read the OP"1"
s(ern $r,fi'.G.50.
morrow for Clayton where he will en- - inn of nnueliertv and Catron two
Re- Whenever you want an easy shave
ter the employ of the Electric Light
U
i
f
v,r,it0 nniitics
As good as barbers ever (cave,
14,000 including S00 southerns,
and Waterworks in which his father and
Just call on me at my salon
th(.ceipts
that
d
the
t)mt
charge
or
eve
At morn or
busr noon
Market steady to weak. Native steers
owns a large interest. Mr. Ervien has
v,
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
soutnern steers $o.25
been in the government survey work twenty.f;ve ypar8 was faIse and
I'll suit the contour 'your face,
'
My razor sharp and c ,sors keen,
C.20; southern cows $n. 2315; native
and has many friends all over ish The next
the
q11Pstion
neat
wag
is
clean
.owelsare
and
My shop
polnt
stockers and
And everything I think you'll find
iue (emiuij.. ne ni ue iuisbku j of taxation, and here the governor! cows and heifers
To suit the taste and please the raind.
the younger social set in wnien newag at home He went over the,i feeders $4.50Tt5.90; bulls $4ffl3.10;,
;ilves $l.508.50; western steers $5''
Was Very popular.
cvotpmnticnllv.
(hnrmlirlilv
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
l,mnnH
t
Letters have been received from Rwin how the lncrease
new tax- - rC.25: western cows $3.2.25.
lH.OOO.
Morton' Prince, the Harvard graduate
Market
Hogs
output!
the
on
Receipts
tax
the
property,
who spent a few days here as thejnf rnai anfi pnnnpr and pnld and silver. five to ten higher. Bulk $7.S0f 7.S3;
Bronson
Mr.
Prince
of
Cutting.
cn income and inheritances would far! heavy $7.80 7.90; packers and butch- guest
BARBER SHOP
has arrived at Esperanza, Mexico, more than Dav the expenses of the ers $7. 835? 7.90; light $7.75'7.S5.
where he was the recipient of much state and that these taxes would none
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
Market
sheep
Receipts 8,000.
lambs $5.social attention and where he discov-- ! 0 them touch the poor man. His ex-- ' steady. Muttons
American Druggists
ered not even a chemical trace of position of the tax question was very 30 fi.10 fed wethers and yearlings $ I
Syndicate
fed western ewes $3.50'54.:
Premium remedies are not patent m war. He is living on an estate in thorough, comprehensive and effec-- ; fi
the fa- - tive. He spoke of the value to be
HACK
dicines, every premium remedy guar which John Hays Hammond,
'
1
mous mining engineer, owns a large gained in education for the children
Pains All Over
anteed as represented or your money
and pleaded with his hearers to have
Interest.
From
Houston. Tex. "For five years,"
back. A. D. S. cough remedy
and
"Charles S. Rawls, whose Taos some regard for those who come after says Mrs. L. Fulenchek, of this place,
BARRANCA TO TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
BOOK-CASE- S
us, and to help prepare for a good
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and strong citizenship.
South now. they cost no more than the
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Meets Both North
Rn
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h
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.
.
and
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fluent
and
speaker
"
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
his audience stirred with interest. Since
Three different and distinct types of Slclcvcruicka "El?,s- taking it, I feel so much bet-- ;
the north bound train and arrives at
many good points was one on
Among
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I
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with
all
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my
I
nine
over
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"For
TaoB at 7 p. m.
tic' Book-Cas- es
for labor under a
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and pains don't bother me any
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every
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an injection of wanr water
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fire and dramatic action which
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Then the sneaker dwelt mcnts of over a million women. Why fila'ttMUIIWillTW
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j not yours?
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anything
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- a New Mexican Want Ad.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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a New Mexican Want Ad.
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1.0 K32E TROUBLE FROM PICTURES
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in tlie U. S. without a cent deposit m advance, rAy 'freight, a
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aiiow TKN 1A!S
I'KiA I. during winch time you rrrny ride the bicycle a1
fLsridk-or do not wish l.
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1!
p.tivanca for the iruocrtaut event.
Hell
nonh
Canyon," said J. B. Good
m.4
nca
and
of
discomfort
the
JJ
yi
Women v:lio use Mothers Fr.ond
if K. G. Garcia and Company yester- ctl that thorouj):'.-- i
a p
1
so common "vitli expectant mot av.t fach tunes, and tnus ;:r
day at Albuquerque. Mr. Good is sec- every uracle, nerve- ana tdca. uU
I por- IS aids nature
rotary of the Sunset Mining and
physical
j e . m'! tue shin and tissoes a.
Smelting Company which has recent- '"octly prepares the system for th:
ly uncovered a vein of uranium bear- lomiiis of baby. Mother's Friend
ssnrc r- quick and uatui-.- il recovery
mg ore in its properties In the Hell
.'or cvi-v.i. ma who uses it. It is
canyon district of the Manzano moun- for ff.!e ' ' drus r' ores. Write lor
r
lams. Mr. Good has the report of
"roe boy's for cxpe. t.;iu mothers,
Reckart of El Paso on a sam-)!CO.,
EIIADi'ISLD
of the ore submitted him for analy.'."n-i'aC.i.
sis. The assay shows that the stuff
runs I.112 per cent in metallic uran- ium and 1.2 per cent oxide of uranium
laws, perfected, should lie
WILSON AND TH I
or 21 pounds of oxide to the ton. Ac
CORPORATIONS. to every elective office, and 10 1' e
cording to Mr. Good the El Paso ex-- j
or
selection of every committee
pronounces this some of the fin- pert
Continued From Pao Ono.)
as well, in order that 'in' peo- est uranium
ore he has seen, and hej
ple may once anu for all tak" charge states that if there is available any.
01"
.Mnployer and mploye are in many of their own affairs.
'ju.iuik.) ui n. mulling as lugu as $.i
"We have here the undoubted and ;() a ton it will be well worth
i(Si((t.s wholly antiquated and
They were framed for sound chain and sequence f reforms; extracting. "Our lowest assay.' said
fiiKUher .lax', which nobody now living an actual direct, choice by the people Mr. Good, "is $25 a ton and our high-remembers, v.hi ii is, indeed, so re- of the men
who are organized est $125 a ton. We are in about fifty
mote from our life that it would be like their parties anil their govern- - feet on the vein and the ore is evi-- ;
difficult for ninny of us to understand ment, and these measures which true dently inexhaustible. It is not costly
if it. were described to us.
representatives of the people will cer- to extract and the plan is to put up aj
as!
of
"We
call
these
employtainly favor and adopt systematic plant for its reduction as soon
questions
Ithe
The
is still
company
ers' liability and workingmens' injury compensation for injured working-men- ; possible."
the careful regulation in the working on its copper bearing veins'
compensation, bur these terms do not
and has developed plenty of water for
suggest uite the whole matter. There common interest of all corporations, all
The hoist has
mining purposes.
is something very new very big and both in respect of their organization
been moved to a new shaft which
just
and
of
of
new
rela
and
their
methods
about
business,
these
very complex
is now down about forty feet.
A new especially of public service corporations of capital ani labor.
Mogollon In the district court at.
economic society has sprung up, and tions: the equalization of taxes; and
Albuquerque
Judge Ira A.
we must effect a new set of adjust- the conservation of the natural re- Abbott, caused yesterday
to be entered judgment
health
of
not.
of
(lie
sources
state
the
and
We must
ments.
pit power
by default in the cases of Gross. Kel- The employer is and safety of the people.
against weakness.
ly & Company and the Mcintosh Hard-"Another matter of the most vital ware Company versus the Mogollon
generally, in our day, a powerful
group of individuals, and the
consequence goes with all these; Gold and Copper Company nt Mogol-- i
is still, under our
existing namely, systematic ballot reform and ion, Socorro county. The
judgment in
law, an individual when dealing with thorough and stringent provision of the Gross, Kelly case was for f 3,3 12.for
case
of
conin
his employer,
accident,
law against cbrrupt practices in
34, and in the Mcintosh
ease for!
The judgments were on
$844.28.
example, or of loss or of illness as nection alike with primaries and
.
well as in every contractual relation-shippromissory notes held by the plain- .
JWe must have a workingman's
.nnl aitju aiguetiJt hii eiruei
iiiv. .witiL
of Uffe
mio. Tha
Economy in the administration
compensation act, which will not put the state government, by the aboli- directing that in the event the judgupon him the burden of fighting tion of useless state boards and com- ments are not satisfied within a rea.
powerful composite employers to ob-- missions, is advocated by the gover- sonable length of time the plaintiffs
tain his rights, but which will give nor who announces his intention of in- may dispose of certain stocks, bonds
him rights without suit, directly, and dicating from time to time, the means and certificates held by them as
without contest, by automatic opera-1- , by which this end may be obtained.
tion of law. as if of a law of insu- Announcing his depa ture from the
A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE.
ranee.
"beaten track" of procedure, GoverIs a valuable family friend. Foley's
need-ed- ,
"This is the first adjustment
nor Wilson calls to the attention of
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
because it effects the rights, the the legislature, the maintenance and
Mrs. 'Charles Kline, N. 8th
exactly.
happiness, the lives and fortunes of: use of large cold Btorage warehouses St., Easton, Pa., states:
"Several
the greatest number, and because it. in the northern section of the state. members of
my family have been curis the adjustment for which justice Immense quantities of meats, poultry, ed of bad coughs and colds
by the
cries loudest.
eggs and fish are stored and held in use of Foley's Honey and Tar and 1
"We are much too free with grants! these plants, sometimes for years, am never without a bottle in the
of charters to corporations in New awaiting a favorable market. Gover- house. It soothes and relieves the irA corporation exists only nor Wilson asserts; the "result being ritation in the throat and loosens up
Jersey.
of law, and the law is re- not only to control prices but to en- the cold. I have always found it a relicense
by
It can danger health." He urges the legis liable cough cure." Sold at Capital
sponsible for what it creates.
never rightly authorize any kind of lature to push rapidly to an enact-- Pharmacy.
It can not ment of a proper measure of inspec-fraud or imposition.
the
allow
NOT OVERESTIMATED.
setting up of a tion and of limitation of the length
righteously
may be
business which has no solid basis or of time such commodities
"Let me tell you, gentlemen." Bald
which follow methods which in any left in storage. He concludes:
"We are servants of the people, of the earnest vegetarian, who was teeway outrage justice of fair dealing or
Their
interest fairing before the Butchers' associa-the principles of honest industry. The the whole people.
We tion, "that there is more energy conr
law cannot give it license to do things should be our constant study.
'
of that Tuhd. It" thereby aaUiciiiiciitcS should pursue it wiftoat fear or favor. t&lned in a single banana than there
Our reward will be greater than that Is in five pounds of the best beet
what it ought to forbid.
to be obtained in any other service. steak.
obllthe
"I would urge
imperative
Instantly a storm of protesting and
of nutilic policy and public It is not the foolish ardor of the san- derisive
hisses broke forth from the
I
too
radical
reform
that.
or
honesty we are under to effect such Kine
indignant audience. But above the
but
the
tasks
you,
merely
upon
urge
as
state
of
the
law
changes in the
noisy rasp could be heard the stenprevent that are evident and pressing, the torian voice of a
effectually
will henceforth
indiand
we
have
knowledge
guid
the abuse of the privilege of incorpor things
vidual shouting: "The man is rightl
to
to
do with
ance enough
do; and
The man is right! But he fails to
ations, which has in recent years
I merely
confidence and energy
allow enough energy for the fruit 1
brought so much discredit upon our
of pro- know from
my own personal experistate. It will be necessary to regu- point out the present business
and serviceable government, ence that a mere fraction of the outgressive
securiof
issues
the
restrict
and
late
the next stage on the journey of duty. side of a banana contains sufficient enties, enforce regulations with regard The
path is as inviting as it is plain. ergy to take the best wrestler ln the
very
to bona fide capital, examine
Shall we hesitate to tread it? I look world off his feet"
of
basis
the
capitalization,
rigorously
forward with genuine pleasure to the
and to prescribe methods by which
of being your comrade upon
A FLOATING DEBT.
the public may be safeguarded prospect
"
18
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anprovat. You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represente
"We- will allow a cash dineount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price !$4.55 per pair) if y
You run no risk i
send VijLL CASK WITH OUDSOIi and enclose this advertisement.
sending us an order as the tires may be returned at OCK expense if for any reason they ai.
sent
to us is as safe as in
and
on
reliable
not satisfactory
examination. We are perfectly
money
batik. If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run fastti
wear better, last longer and look finer than anv tire vou have ever used or seen at any price. W.
know that you will be so well pleased that when you want a bicycle you will give us your ordei
u want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer. send for a
don't bnv aay kind at any price until you
rs-- rfffP
pair ol
ii UHy PSeiJiJf
tires on approval and trial ar.
Hedgethorn Puncture-Proo- f
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue whkl
describes and quotes alt makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices.
but write us a postal today. JJO N OT THINK OF BUYING a bicyci
SwvJ B
or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new atld wouderw
offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet
Assignment of Mortgage,
Lease.
sheet
Lease of Personal Property,

BLANKS.

2
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From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the

Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

-

System

East or West

For ftates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

--

j

Paso Texas.

1

1

j

j

WHEN GOING

FAST OR WEST

husky-lookin-

use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
at
tickets and reservations
in
city office

OR

UNION DEPOT

R0SWEU AUTO CO. ROSWfcLL NEW
the rata ol

flit

MEX

hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished U ae
commodate any number ot passengers
to make special connections with anj
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
Mew Mexico Cectral Railroad at Tor
tance for Santa Fe, N. M., by com
i
municating with Manager of the
Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi

en

$5.0v per

Ros-wei-

special f 40.00 to accommodate four oi
(ewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD,

MANAGER
2

Herewith are some bargain offeree "Tf jVlE TABLE
ALL
ew jaexic.au irinung comoy ine
LOCAL TRAINS
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1397, sheep
The following are the time tables
bound, $1; paper bound, 7Bc. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code 3f the local railroads:
Pleadings, $8; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
A. T, & S. F. Ry.
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, Leave
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 westfull leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-tw- bound. No. 10 eastbound.
or more books, $1 each. New
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nofc. p. m.
S and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each.
Coraall-atloi:i)u p. m. connect with No. 1 west
Corporation Laws, 75c. Compil- bound.
ation Mining L:.s, 50c. Money's
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full p. m.
sheep, $6 50; full list school blanks.
7:20 p. ro. connect with'No. 7 and
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
TO AND FROM HOawtLU.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
J

Connection made with Automobile p. m
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Res-weD. & ft. G.
Ry.
at 8:30 &. m. And arrives at RosLeave 10:15 a. m. for north.
well at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
RoBwell for Vanghan at 12:30 a. m,
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
and arrives at Vaughn at 8 p. m. The
New Mexico Central Ry.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 134 east and 33 south and west
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
arrive s p, m. wun connection from
mobile
wire. J. W. Stookard. No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west

j

extortion, it
niminst fraud, deception,
j
of
confidence,
its
and every abuse
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
Such scrutiny and regulation ought
On the package when you buy Fo
not to be confined to corporations
They ought also ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
seeking charters.
to be extended to corporations al- colds. None genuine without the Bee
ready operating under the license and Hive. Remember the name, Foley's
Honey and Tar and reject any substiauthority of ti.e state."
tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.'
conduct
and
to
The power
originate
corinvestigations of public service
adporations, regulate the rates and
of
such
service
corporations
just the
operating within the state, should be
bestowed upon the New Jersey Public Utilities Commission, the GoverWere the commission
t.
nor declares.
clothed with much power, the Governor says, their rulings would serve
debatable
to establish
definitely
values upon which many questions of
"The whole system
h', i.,
taxation turn.
of taxation," Governor Wilson asserts
"is no system at all, and needs over"Oh, that's too bad. There goes my
hauling from top to bottom."
and It Isn't even paid for."
resourhat,
of
natural
conservation
The
"That's what they call a floating
ces within the state is strongly urdebt, t suppose."
4
ged.
Governeeds
of
the greatest
One
t
?
nor Wilson declares, is the perfection
Wintry Reminiscence.
The temperature moves up a peg,
and extension of 'lie existing state
yet this relief Is sweet;
nrl man law. He savs:
1
We do not have to humbly beg
out
have
"Some persons
pointed
Our Janitor for heat
ttiat with our pres nt methods oi
machine nomination and our present
,1AU
A Progressive Theory.
which were
methods of election",
that the most solid kind
notice
"I
William
Hon.
Who
Takis
MccKean,
choice between
nothing more than
of men believe in investing In real
In the Taos
Active
Part
ing
and
one set of machine nominees
estate."
Campaign.
another, we did not; get representa"Yes, and the belief is gaining
not
all
at least
tive government at
ground."
government rcpres ntative of the
auogmij py ennma.
"I see It is Bald that in every firstpeople, but govern aunt representatives of political managers, who serelass piano there is about a mile of
ved their own interests and the inwire," said the sweet young thing.
'.
V. 't JL
"Well," replied the grouchy old felterests of those wiih whom they
low, "I never heard any Bound from
found it, profitable to establish part,
r,
a piano which sounded as if it were a
nerships.
mile away." Yonkers' Statesman,
"The laws in recent years adopted
in the state of Oregon seem to me
to point the direction which we must
Interested.
also Uihe before we have completed
"I told him you had lost your head
a government
our regeneration oi
about him."
which has suffered so seriously and
"Did he seem Interested?"
so long from private management and
"He seemed even excited."
Our primary
organized selfishness.
What did you
"The dear man!
say?"
"He asked If you had lost your face,.
j

NEW MEXICAN DLDG.

Carrying the U. S. mail and pasVaughn, N. M., and
senger"! bet-eRoswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Peso & Southwestern and Rock Island I tail roads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m arriv
ln Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Koswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
In Vaugbaa at 6 p. tu.
Baggage allowance of 30 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

g

2
2

Mex.

2

j

Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

M

2

Printed and for sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
ot

Proof, Testimony
full sheet

Desert

Claimant

Entry, Declaration
full sheet
of Witness.

of

Applicant,
Deposition
sheeL
sheet
Final Proof.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
ft 1 oueet.
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2

1-

sheet

Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney
sheet
Prices on other stamps, pads, and all
other office supplies, on application.

sheet

2

Entryman,

2

School Blanks.

Enumeration Form,
sheet
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint, '.A sheet
2

2

4

Affidavit of Contest
--

2

Against
628,

sheet.

2

sheet
Capias Complaint,
Notice of Intention to make final
Search Warrant,
sheet
sheet
proof,
sheet
sheet tainer,
Additional Entry,
sheet
Replevin Bond,
1 !
320 Homestead
Entry,
Forcible Entry and De- Execution
sheet.
full sheet
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
sheet
full
sheet
plicant,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Contract between Directors and Teasheet
Township Plats,
sheet.
chers,
sheet
full
Plats,
Township
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
General Blank.
ot
Certificate of apportionment
2
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
sheet
School Funds,
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
sheet
Bond of Indemnity,
4
sheet
'
Teachers'
Monthly
Report
Genera!
sheet
Form.
Bond,
two
$10.00. Adapted to New Mexfor
Certi!ie;ite of Marriage, 75o per doz. ico Code.
Postage 17c.
Official Bond, 2 sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
District Clerks' Annual Report,
of Mortgage, full sheet
sheet
Land Office Blanks.
Application for License, 2 sheet
sheet
sheet
Retail Liquor License.
Homestead Entry,
sheet.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
Notice of Conveyai.ce,
sheet
sheet
Certificate of Election,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
4
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComDeed, City of Santa Fo,
sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
plaint,
sheet
Application for Marriage License,
Acknowledgment,
2
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet
mons, 4 sheet
sheet
Certificate of Birth.
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
sheet
Certificate of Death,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Butchers' Shlnping Notices,
sheet
Clause,
sheet.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Promissory Notes 25c per p.d
sheet
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Notaries' Notice of Publication, J
Cost Bond,
sheet
Notice of Protect 14 sheet
sheet"
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment
Letters of Administration, 2 sheet.
sheet
Wild Animals,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Bargain and Salu Deed, 2 sheet
sheet
1--4

1

2

4

2

2

2

4

4

1-- 4

1--

2

4

2

1--

2

1--

4

1-- 2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

2

4
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2

2

4

2

1-- 2

2

1--

4
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Stamp

I

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINS
REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS,
MEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
OF TIME.
STAMPS' MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAYS

5

PRICE-LIS- T
I6e
Inchee n
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
3
2Se.
Inches lona
One-lin-e
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over
Each additional line on stamp, 15fc
25a.
One-linand not over 5 Inches lona.
8tamp, over 3
20c
aame
stamp,
Each additional line on
Ke.
One-- l ne Stamp, over 5 Inchea lonfl, Bar Inch
Each additional line, aame price.
count at two lines.)
(Curved linen on Stamp
3
Inches
long way, 25c extra.
under
Borders of all ahapea,
at
prices.
sizes
proportionate
Larger
Inch Inch In siz. we charge for one
Where typo used if ove.- one-hafraction.
or
Inch
one-haline for each
One-lin- e

j

2

2

2

e

-

ft.

lf

lf

DATES, ETC.
for
date
and
town
Local Dater any
and year In
month,
day
Dater
Ledger

I'.f

a
56
35

Regular line Dater
V6t
T.t.
Deflnance Model Band Dater
1.M
Cut
Wood
and
Rubber
Stamp
Signature,
pearl Check Protector
8TAMP
PADS,
25 cento; 2 4x4
2x3
15
2
10
cents;
cents;
t
75 eenta.
50 eenta; 4
35 cents; 3
Fac-Sml- le

SELF-INKIN-

4,

SV
H

k

and BhouM knnw
wonuerrul

-

auoni. iof

MARVELYVhirlingSpray
jn-B-

ronven-

leiit. it eleariftei
fflinBtanuy.
Auk your drnysist for
hn annot suunlv

n

aecppt no
MARVEL,
atnmn for
hut
hnnb npftled. It ffrVSfl
llliitTtd
frill ns
and direction! In- Atliui"

I

metriA

'nnlnrsi
valuable to ladles.

MAHVELjro.

'
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FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

LTO-NIGH-

-
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;xtj-

-

of

'"-

Hon. Squire Hartt, Who Is Working
for the Constitution in Taos
County.

T

,

I
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Enquired if we were "hiring" a certain "weekly" paper to abuse us.
Of course every time a spot light is turned on from

any

source it

a splendid chance to talk about the merits of the product,
honor now we are not

The general reader
A

in

Some

but 'pen

men

may b5

in- -

a disagreement arose with a "Weekly."

They endor-

sed our food by letter, but wanted to change the form of advertising,

to.

cleaned

of

the

our

advertisement

while they

for some changes they wanted in the wording and shape

advertisement

and

during their

gave Instructions to our Advertising

correspondence

our

manager

Department to quit advertising

in

impurities
In

th

any

in

Eattl'i Creek. Michigan,

of our work-

e

on

that the food
the

obtainabl

II

We the undersigned certify that never

package;
thoroughly
ma-

letter been printed
have behind it a genuine

We replied in newspapers

and the scrap was

on.

There are few

at unexpected

times and by an enemy paid to find dirt

of some kind.

ordinary kitchen or factory

Then came libel suits from both sides and some harsh words.

thirty thousand

wards of fifty thousand (50,0001

prominent men and reputable

That

"Weekly"

has attacked many

he would find something

people go through

the

factories

Twenty
and

annually

enough for a sensational writer to go

after, hunt for some little spot to criticise, then distort, twist and present
it to the public under scare heads.

,ind believed to be an honest state-

up.

ieters.

made nor permitted

an untruthful

It makes

next turned to discover something

about

our

no differ- -

advertising

K. HOWE,

Treasurer. (With Company about

L. J. LAMSON, Inspector

of Advts.

11

years.)

(With Company about

years.

!)

we

that

manufacturers.

Our Company seems prominent

l

to magnify

Works and products.

never inquire whether they are there to spy or not.

He

testi-nonia-

Ltd., which did not

Co.,

gem'ine testimonial

This Company has never knowingly

F. C. GRANDIN, Advertising
R.

tiresome to the public.

letter signed.

a

statement regarding its products or ts methods.

ence with us.
Generally

Pos'um Cereal

by the

has

knowledge

To the best of our knowledge and belief the Company has received

factor-

and restaurant kitchens that could stand

But he failed utterly with the Postum
to

to our

30, 1910.

ment.

M.

Quite a time after the advertising had been left out, an editorial attack

December

clean.

or hotel

privates

Some Facts.

factor-ies- .

and make a noise about.

at "Weekly."

came.

hospitals,

the close spying
or

in the

the water of the purest and every part of the factories and

chinery kept scrupulously

ies,

dirt

Every single one testified

That ail proved disappointing to the "Weekly."

discontinuer inserting

were negotiating

.

twenty-fiv-

was made of exactly the grain and ingredients printed

which we objected.

The "Weekly"

and took their testimony.

the wheat, barley and corn being the choicest

the following:

time ago

in our foods, or

After tireless spying about he summoned

cares much for the details of

seldom

from New York spent more or less time for months
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He was formerly connected w:tb the
custom service on the Mexican side,
lio has a mother and father living in
the intereior of Mexico. No motive!
tor the suicide is given.
Charged With Robbing Box Car.
Informations have been filed in jus-- j
tice McClintock's court, at Ki Paso,
charging Teodora Barron, Carlos Seiiredo and Juan Vega with i:.e burg-- !
lary of a box car, of the Sauu Fe.
Fight in El Paso Saloon. In forma-- :
tion has been filed with jusi
at Kl i'aso, charging Cata-rinEspino, Alberto, Resa a nil riever-iaiiBarrientas with assault to murder. Santa Ana Valdez is il.e prosecuting witness. He was injured in a
saloon fight in which Barrientas sustained a wound which pem-- rated his
right lung. He was also cut across
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Martinez, aged 20 of Espanola.
ritory of New Mexico.
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Such a constitution never has and people wini buy these lands will cer- proposition to build an Elks' home
on sale at Fischer's. Capital Pharmacy
never can be written. The history tainly put upon them improvements and club rooms, is hereby called for
..nd Hun's, (let them early and avoid the right arm.
of the constitution of the United worth in tl e aggregate hundreds of Wednesday evening January 18th, at
the rush Ask your friends about the
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the constitution that we are soon Arriba county, has been holding varisition to build nn Elks home and here.
Young Bonham is recoveraing to vote upon was made possibly only ous meetings in that section in the
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